Introduction
Consider pairs (r, X) where r is a group acting without inversion (of edges) on a tree X, with quotient graph A = r\X. If r acts freely then A determines (r, X):
Choosing a,, E A we have r = n-,(A, ao) and X = (A>o).
When r no longer acts freely one can form (cf. [S, (1.5.4)] or Section 3) a kind of 'orbifold' quotient, r\\x= (A, d), which is a quotient 'graph of groups' (cf. 1.4), and which similarly determines (r, X): r = n,(T\X, a,) and X = ( This correspondence, tree actions G graphs of groups, was used in [8] to study r. For appropriate r (e.g. subgroups of rank-one p-adic groups) one has a natural tree action (r, X), from which one deduces the useful presentation r = r,(T\\X, a,,). Similarly, given such a presentation, then for r' 5 r we obtain a related presentation r' = 7~i(r'\\X, a,,), whence various 'Subgroup Theorems', such as Schreier (free groups), Kurosh (free products), etc. We further develop the theory here to treat the following kind of question. Let X be a tree, G = Aut(X), and H 5 G acting without inversion. We seek subgroups r 5 H with prescribed properties, such as discreteness (all r' (x E X) are finite) and co-compactness (T\X is finite). Given r 5 H, the groups r and H are encoded in the graphs of groups r\\X and H\\X. We further need the appropriate notion of 'covering morphism' @ : r\\X -+ H\\X that encodes the inclusion r 5 H. Constructing such a notion of covering morphism for graphs of groups (Section 2) is the basic purpose of this paper. The definition, and verification of its properties, is regrettably more technical than one might anticipate. Once this theory is in place the problem of finding r 5 H above can be replaced by the following, more combinatorial, problems:
(1) Find the graph of groups A, to play the role of r\\X;
and (2) Construct a covering morphism A+ H\\X. Our motivation came from two sources. First was a draft manuscript of Kulkarni [5] , presented at the MSRI workshop on Arboreal Group Theory in September,
1988. Kulkarni presented a covering theory argument for a remarkable theorem of Leighton [6] , to the effect that two finite graphs with a common covering have a common finite covering.
(This translates into the statement that their fundamental groups are, up to conjugacy, commensurable.) However Kulkarni uses too naive a notion of morphism for graphs of groups [5, (3. l) ], and the covering morphism he claims [5, (4.4) , 1' mes 9-101 does not exist in his setting. The present theory furnishes the ingredients necessary to carry out the strategy of Kulkarni's argument. See, for example, the Conjugacy Theorem (Theorem 5.2). The second motivation was a recent paper of Lubotzky [7] , asserting the existence of many uniform lattices in rank-one p-adic groups. This follows naturally from the methods presented here (cf. [2, (4. 14)]). This paper is similar in spirit to Stallings' paper [9] , "Topology of finite graphs".
In Chapter II we obtain, for virtually free groups, many of the results of [9] for free groups.
The main applications, concerning uniform tree lattices, are presented in the joint paper with Kulkarni [2] . Hopefully the results in that paper will justify the laborious technicalities developed here in Chapter I. This paper is organized as follows. Section 1 is a recapitulation,
reformulation, and refinement of [8, Chapter I, Section 51. For a graph of groups A = (A, d) and a,, E A it constructs ni(A, a,) and (A>(,). The main new feature, appearing in Section 2, is the notion of morphism @ = (4, (r)) : A+ A' of graphs of groups. If a, E A and a,', = 4(u,,), one has a homomorphism @<,,, : r,(A, a,,)+ r,(A), a,',) and a @c,,ll-equivariant morphism gU,, : (A>(,) -+ (AT;)).
The definitions are such that @ is an 'immersion', resp., a 'covering' iff @(,,, is injective, and so,, is injective, resp., an isomorphism.
In Section 3, following [S, (1.5.4)], we consider a group r acting without inversion on a connected graph X with quotient p : X+ A = r\X. We construct a graph of groups r\\X = (A, sd) and, for x0 E X, a, = p(x(,), an exact sequence -and a $-equivariant morphism 4 : (T\\X, a(,) +X (Thee.6). Thus, when X is a tree, we can identify (r, X) with (~,(r\\x, a,,), (T\X, u,,)). Let ($, cp) : (T, X)-+ (r', X') be a morphism of connected graph actions, i.e.
I+!J : r+ r' is a homomorphism and cp : X +X' is a $-equivariant graph morphism. In Section 4 we construct a corresponding morphism @ : r\\X+ r'\X', which recovers (4, cp) when X and X' are trees. Let X be a tree, G = Aut(X), H 5 G acting without inversion, and p:X+Y=H\Xthequotient. Put GH={gEG/pog=p}. The Conjugacy Theorem (Theorem 5.2) asserts that if r 5 G, acts freely on X then grg- ' 5 H for some g E G,. This result, which is a basic tool in [2] , was one of the principal motivations for the covering theory developed here. The referee has however supplied a simple direct proof, using only the theory in [8] , which we also present.
For an edge e of X with initial vertex x = doe the index i(e) = [H., : H,] is constant on H-orbits, so we can put i(e) = i( pe) and so define indices on the edge of Y = H\X.
This construction is closely related to the 'normal functions' considered by Tits [lo, (5. 2)], h w o o b served [lo, (5. 3)] that (Y, i) determines X up to isomorphism, and that every 'edge-indexed graph' (Y, i) arises in this fashion (cf. Remark 1.18). Further Tits [lo, (5.6) ] anticipates the notion of a covering of edge-indexed graphs (cf. 2.8). In a subsequent paper with Tits, we shall characterize the edge indexed graphs that arise when H = G, and also give criteria for G to be discrete, or to act freely on X.
Chapter II begins with a review of some further results of Tits, formulated in terms of the hyperbolic length I(g) of g E G = Aut(X). Let r be a group acting without inversion on X. If I(T) = 0 and r is finitely generated then r fixes a vertex (see [lo, (3.4) ] or Corollary 7.3 below). If l(r) # 0 then r has a unique minimal invariant invariant subtree X,. (see [lo, (3.5) ] or Proposition 7.5 below). Moreover, Xr = X,.. if r and r' are commensurable (Corollary 7.7) or if r\X = r'\X (Proposition 7.8). If r is finitely generated then r\X, is finite, and conversely if each r, is finitely generated (Proposition 7.9). Suppose further that r acts discretely, i.e. r, is finite for all x E X. Then Ker(T+ Aut(X,.)) is the largest finite normal subgroup of r (Theorem 8.3). Suppose that m = lcm,&r,( is finite, e.g. that r is finitely generated. Then r has a free subgroup of index m, and only finitely many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups (Theorem 8.3). By a result of Karass, Pietrowski, and Solitar [4] , a finitely generated group r acts discretely on a tree iff r is virtually free. Let r act discretely on X and let r,,r, I r be finitely generated subgroups. Then 4) II 4 is finitely generated such that a,E= a,_,e. We shall often confuse A with V(A), writing a E A to mean a is a vertex, but keeping the notation E(A) for edges, We put
the star of a, and call
the index of a (also called valence, degree, order, in the literature). An edge path of length n is either a vertex a,, (n = 0) or, if n > 0, a sequence y = (e,,
. , e,,) of edges with a, = a,e, = a,,e,+, (15 i < n). We call y a path from a, = d,,e, to a,, = a,e,,, and call A connected if A # 0 and any two vertices are joined by a path. Call y closed if a,, = a,, and reduced if n = 0 or e,, , f C, (15 i < n). Call A a tree if A is connected and every closed reduced path has length 0.
Morphisms of graphs. A morphism 4 :
A -B carries vertices to vertices, edges to edges, and, for e E E(A), $(a;e) = a,+(e) (i = 0,l) and 4(e) = 4(e). for all e E E(A) and s E &(,(= dS).
(1.2)
Examples.
(
which is a free group based on half the edges, one from each pair e,t?. is the normal subgroup of n(A) generated by all dQ (a E A).
1.6.
By a path of length n 2 0 in A we mean a sequence where (e,, . , e,,) is an edge path of length n in A, say with vertex sequence and where g, E .~4~, (i = 0, , n). (When n = 0, we have y = W e say that y is a path from a, to a,, and we put lYI=w,&~~~ g, -len g,, g,, E 44 . 1.7. Let y = (g,,, e,, . . . , e,,, g,) be a path as above. We call y reduced if either n = 0 and g, # 1, or else n > 0 and, whenever e, +, = Ci, we have gj @ ~,,(sZ~~). In the contrary case, when e,,, = 2; and g, E CY,, (ti,,), we call (e, , g, , e, + , ) a reversal in y. In this case, writing e = ej and g, = (Y?(S), s E de, we have, in r(A), g:= gi-leigier+lgi+l =&I~%(SF'~~+I = gi-l~e(skr+l E Im(K_, = da,+, in 44)) Hence 1 yI is also represented by the path of length n -2 (g,,, e, , . . , e;_, , g, e,,z,. . . , e,,, g,,). Thus, if 1 y 1 # 1, a path of minimal length representing 1 y ( must be reduced.
We shall make use of the following basic result. Relative to these choices we call a path y S-normalized if it has the form y = (s, , e, , . . , s,,, e,,, g), where S, E S,$ (1 5 i 5 n), and of course g E tic ,,,, a,, = a,e,, , and either n = 0 or n > 0 and y is reduced, i.e. e, = 12-r implies S, # 1. 44, a,,),,,,, = g&q,g-' .
(1.4)
We make X a combinatorial graph, so that its edges can be specified as certain , (s,, e,)) with (e,, . . . , e,) an edge path in A from a,, and si E S, (1 9 i I n). A reversal in y is a pair of the form ((s,_,, e,_,), (s,, e,)) = ((s, e), (l,, c . . ,(s,,_,,e,,_,)).
is the tree associated to the inverse sequence
We call (A, S) a 'graph with pointed edge sets'. Clearly (A, S), and hence X, depends, up to the obvious notion of isomorphism, only on the graph A and the indices i(e) = Card(S,) > 0 (e E E(A)) , i.e. on the edge-indexed graph (A, i). We can thus also write X= (Axi,). where N is the normal subgroup generated by all tic, (a E A).
Proposition [8, Chapter I, Proposition 201. Let a,, E A. The natural projection q : r(A)-T, (A, T) restricts to an isomorphism q, : T, (A, a,,)--+ 7~~ (A, T). 0
The inverse of q, is given as follows: For a E A let y, = (e,, , e,) denote the reduced edge path in T from a,, to a, and let g, = ] yOy,( = e, . . . e, E r(A). Then for all s E tie.
Notice that the conditions (2.1) (or (2.2)) are vacuous when the edge groups ~4~ are all trivial.
2.2. The induced homomorphism of path groups @ : r(A)+ rr(A'), is defined as follows on generators.
O(e) = r,$(e)r,' for e E E(A) .
To check the relations that legitimize this definition note first that Q(C) = Q(e))', clearly. It remains to see that if e E E(A), d,,e = a, d,e = b, and s E L&~ then we have (2. 3)
The right side of (2.3) is ~,+,(q,(s))y,', while the left side is (r,~(e)r,')(n~,(a,(s))r,')(y,~(e)y,')-' = bA(e)y7')(x LY~(r,(~~(S))yT1)(y,~(e)y. (ii') each @O,r is bijective.
Proposition. Let a,, E A, a6 = $(a,,). Then_ @> an immersion iff (i) @(,,) : n-, (A, a,,) + 7~~ (A', al,) is injective, and (ii) 4~ : (A, a,,)+ (As,',) is injective. Further @ is a covering iff (') I and (ii') 4 is an isomorphism. In this case, for a E A, a' = ~$(a), f E St"'(a'), we have
Proof. From Corollary 2.5, 1.3(b) and Theorem 1.17 we see that 2.6(ii)e2.7(ii) and 2.6(ii')@2.7(ii').
It suffices therefore to show that, assuming (ii) (of 2.6 or 2.7), w,e have 2.6(i)@2.7(i).
T o s h ow 2.6(i) +2. such that dp (S,> It is easy to see that 4 is injective (resp., bijective) iff 4,,, and each 4f is injective (resp., bijective), in which case we call 4 an immersion (resp., a covering).
Now suppose that (A, i) and (A', i') are edge-indexed graphs and 4 : A-A' is a graph morphism. For a E A, e' E E(A'), ~$(a) = do(e'), assume that (**) EI P ' ) i(e) zs ice')
Then we call 4 : (A, i)+ (A', i') an immersion, and a covering if (**) is an equality for all (a, e') as above. For e E E(A), e' E E(A') choose pointed sets S,,S:. so that IS,1 = i(e) and IS<t,l = i(e'). I n view of (**) we can choose set maps 4,,, and +f as above which are injective, and even bijective if 4 is a covering (cf.
[IO, (541).
Conclusion. Let 4 : (A, i) + (A', i') be un immersion, resp., a covering. Let a,, E A, a,#, = +(a,,). Then X= (Ax,)
is isomorphic to a subtree of X' = (Am;,), resp., isomorphic to X'. . . . (r,,i~(e,,:)r,')(y,~,(g,,)y,') .
Here a,,, a,, . , a,, = a is the vertex sequence of y : a,,e, = a, ~, , ?J ,e, = a,. Hence A-PA".
For a E A and e E E(A),
Further we have These objects should be useful in studying automorphisms of r,(A, ao). 3. The quotient graph of groups of a group action on a graph 3.1. Let r be a group acting on a connected graph X. We assume that r acts without inversions, i.e. that for s E r and e E E(X), se # 2. This implies that, for stabilizers, r, = r,, E) I r' E (i = 0,l) and that we can form the quotient graph
Example. Given a graph of groups
The quotient morphism p = p x : X+ A is locally surjective. In fact, for x E A, the local map
is just the quotient map modulo the action of r,, as is readily seen 3.2. We propose to construct a 'quotient graph of groups' A = (A, d 
Now we put +(8) = y!~(yt). g,, . e". Then d,&(8) = $(V)g+%(e") = +(y)t(d,,e)'= $(y)tuT = $(~)a'= 4([y],) = +(a,,%). Next note that

4(g) = +(rte)
.
(%,,,,,) then +(y)tg,es = +(y)t'g,es so t-5' E g,,$,sg,' = (Y,(&~), whence [t], = It'],; thus (3.1) is injective.
To show surjectivity suppose f~ E(X), a,f= @(~)a~, and p*(f) = e. We have %(+(7)~'.0 = a'= g,,%(es) = d,,(goe"), so we can write 4(r))tf= tgOeS for some t E T, and necessarily t E TOT = do. Thus f= $J(%',~,,). Thus (3.1) is bijective, as claimed.
From the bijectivity of the maps (3.1) it follows that 4 : (A>,,)-X is locally bijective, i.e. a covering. Therefore 4 is the quotient map for the free action of ri (X, _'c,,) on (A>,,), where xg = ~~7, and we identify (A>,,) with (X>o). We now summarize our conclusions.
3.6. Theorem. E(A), a,,e = a, a, For a E A, e E E(A), choose h,,h, E r' so that h,@(a') = $(u)~' , h,+(e") = 6(e)" , h, = h, (4.1)
Consider the graph of groups r\x = (1-\x, d> constructed as in 3.2 relative to choices (T, S, ( gy)x,.s). (a) There is a homomorphism Cc, : r(T\\X)* r defined by q/~(s) = s for s E ~4~ = cr(a E T\X) and t&(e) = g,g,' f or e E E(T\X), where g, = g~,z~~l (i = 0,l). This 4 factors through a homomorphism I& : 7~~ (T\\X, pT)-+ r. (b) Let a,, E r\X, and let $(,,,, : 7~~ (r\\X, a,,) + r be the restriction of $. There is a cCr,,,-equivariant morphism 4 : Y = ( ,,)* X, over the identity map on r\X, defined by $([r],> = $(~).a' (aE KY, YE ~[a,,, a]), and 4(g) = 4(yt)g,,es jf g = ([rJt17 [Vel,) 1s an edge lying over e E E(T\X), d,,e = a, a,e = b. (c) 4 is a covering of graphs. For y E Y and e E E(Y), +!I~~, induces isomorphisms TT, (T\\X, a,), -+ r4CYj and rl (T\X, 4, + &, .
Suppose that a,,e = a. Let x = ao(e") and x' = a,($(e)"').
Then we have the picture It follows that 
d$(@J~)) = ~"'(~(g)y,(k,~(t)k,')6,)g~~(e)"' (by (4.7),) = 1CIA'(~(g))kb'(k,ll(t)k,')6,gh~(e)"'
(by (4.5) and (4. If g E N;(T), i.e. S= 1, then, in constructing Q(g) (cf.
4.2) we can choose h, = h, = g-' for all a E A, e E E(A).
This done, we then have y(, = g and 6, = 1 for all a E A, e E E(A), where we identify r with n,(T\\X, a) for all a E A. Moreover, the homomorphisms g, and S, of vertex and edge groups are all identities.
The Conjugacy Theorem
5.1. Let X be a tree, G = Aut(X), and H a subgroup of G acting without inversion on X, We define G, = 'Aut(X, H\)' ={gEGlgxEH x and ge E He for all x E X, e E E(X)} .
Clearly H is a subgroup of the group G,,
and G, also acts without inversion on X.
Theorem. If r 5 G,, acts freely on X then there is a g E G,, such that
gTg-' 5 H.
Corollary.
Suppose H,H' 5 G and H\X = H'\X. If r 5 H' acts freely on X then there is a g E G, (= GHS) such that grg-' 5 H. 0
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We first present a proof using the theory developed above. Following that we present a simpler direct proof due to the referee. Now form the quotient graph of (trivial) groups (since r acts freely), r\\X = (B, a), and a covering morphism @ = (4, (7)) : T\\X+A induced by r 5 G,.
Here (y) is a family of elements -yb E rr,(A, 4(b)) (b E B), and elements y<, 
B-A A h
With these identifications the diagram (5.9) takes the form
where g E Aut(X) is equivariant for a monomorphism A : r+ H corresponding to @z,. Thus gy = A(y)g for y E r, so gTg_' = h(T) 5 H. Further the commutative diagram (5.11) shows that gE G,. 0
Remark.
The element g above depends on the elements rr,r," = -yF6: (eE E(B), doe = b). Any other choices of the 8," would be of the form 6,"a!,(h,) with h, E SYbcc,. This shows that, for the family of morphisms QH = (4, (yH)) as above (from which g is obtained as 6:,, modulo identifications) (6,) is parametrized by n eEE(B) x4(?,. For fixed (&J, varying Yb,, H in r,(H\\X, a,,) = H has the effect of modifying ad(g) : r-H by an inner automorphism of H (cf. 2.9).
5.4.
Referee's proof of Theorem
5.2.
Choose subtrees T C S C X so that T* r\X is bijective on vertices, S+ r\X is bijective on edges, and each e E ES has an end point in T. Let E,, = {e E ES -ET 1 doe E T}. For e E E,, let my, denote the unique element of r such that y,a,e E T. By [8, (I, 3. 3), Theorem 4' a] r is freely generated by (7, ) e E E,,}. Choosing h, E H so that h,e = -y<,e (which is possible because r preserves H-orbits) we can thus define a homomorphism 4 : r-+ H by +(y(,) = h, for e E E,,. We shall see that 4 is injective.
We define a 4-equivariant morphism g : X-X as follows. For x E VX U EX we put g(x) = +( y)y, where x = yy for unique y E r and y E VT U ES, since r acts freely. It is clear that g is thus well defined and +-equivariant. Moreover, g(x) = 4(Y)Y 'x with 4(y)y-' E G,, so g preserves H-orbits.
It remains to
show that g is a tree automorphism.
Let u E VT. It is easy to see that St(u) C ES U {-yet? 1 e E E,,}. By the construction of 4 and g, g is the identity on the latter set, and g(u) = U. Thus g induces a bijection St(U)+ St( g(u)) for u E VT. Since g is 4-equivariant and VX = r. VT it follows that g is a tree morphism which is locally bijective, hence an isomorphism. Thus gE G, and, for y E r, gay = 4(r)og, i.e. 4(y) = goyog-'. Hence $ is injective, and the theorem is proved. 0
We close with an observation about the group G,,.
Proposition.
If H acts freely on X then G, = H.
Proof. If x E X then G, . x = H. x, so G, = H . (G,)., . Say g E (G,,), Since X* H\X = G,\X
is a covering the vertex stabilizer at x acts trivially on St(x). Thus g fixes all neighbors of X, so the tree of fixed points of g must be all of x. 0 II. Minimal and discrete tree actions 6. Classification of tree automorphisms; hyperbolic length 6.1. Notation. We fix a tree X, in which the edge path distance function is denoted d. Further G = Aut(X). We recall some basic facts about automorphisms, for which the reader can consult [lo, Section 31, [8, (1.6.4)] or [l, Section 61.
Hyperbolic length.
For s E G we define the hyperbolic length l(s) E .?I', and X,$ C X, as follows.
We put l(s) = 0, X, = 8, and call s an inversion, if the following equivalent conditions hold.
(i) se = 2 for some e E E(X). In this case X, is a linear tree (g Z) on which s by a translation of amplitude f(s). Such an s has infinite order. For s,t E G and IZ E Z we have I(?) = ]nll(s), I(tstC') = l(s), and t_Y, = X,,,-I.
Proposition.
There is a homomorphism T : G + Z 122 such that d(sx, x) = l(s) + 2d(x, X,) (6.4)
I(s) = (d(sx, x) mod 2) for all x E X Put G" = Ker(i). Then G" contains no inversions. Ifs E G is not an inversion then <s) = (l(s) mod 2).
Proof. The last assertion follows from (6.4). The fact that d(sx, x) is odd when s is an inversion is just (6.l)(iv) above, and follows, for example, by applying (6.4) to the barycentric subdivision X' of X, where s acquires a (unique) fixed vertex. infinitely ascending union of the vertex stabilizers c,, (n = 0, 1,2, . .).
Corollary.
Zf l(r) = (0) and if r is finitely generated and acts without inversions on X then r fixes a vertex of X. This is the case if r is finite and acts without inversions on X. 0
Proof of Proposition 7.2. Suppose that r contains an inversion s, say se = I? with e E E(X). According to [l, (7.5) ], r fixes a unique vertex of X', the barycentric subdivision of X, namely the barycenter of e. Thus we must have case (ii). Assume now that r acts without inversion.
For s E r, X, is the tree of fixed points of s. Since l(r) = 0, any finite number of the X, have nonempty intersection [l, (7.4) and (2.28)]. If n,,,.X, #0 we have case (i). Otherwise, by [l, (2.28 ) and (7. (a) Zf r\x is fi 't ru e and r, is finitely generated for all x E X then r is finitely generated.
(b) If r is finitely generated and r acts minimally on X then r\X is finite.
Proof. After subdividing,
if necessary, we may assume that r acts without inversion.
Set A = r\\X = (A, &), A = r\X and choose a0 E A. If A is finite and all &a (a E A) are finitely generated then r (= r,(A, a,,) ) is evidently finitely generated, whence (a). Since r is the inductive union of the G-,(A~,. , a,), where A' ranges over finite subgraphs of A containing a,,, it follows that, if r is finitely generated, then r = n,(Al,., a,,) for some finite A'. If further r acts minimally on X then, by Proposition 7.12, A' = A; hence r\X is finite. 0
Remark. Assertion (a) holds even if X is only a connected graph, since mI(A, a,,)+ r is still then surjective (Theorem 3.6). 
Let
Discrete actions
We consider a group r acting on a tree X. We assume that all actions are without inversion.
Definition.
We say that r acts discretely on X if r, is finite for all x E X. In particular N = Ker(T-+ Am(X)) is then finite. Recall that the action is called effective (or faithful) if N = (1).
Proposition. If r acts discretely on X then X is locally finite iff r\X is locally finite. 0
If p : X+ r\X is the natural projection and x E X then p : St(x)+ St( p(x)) is the quotient modulo the finite group r, , whence St(x) is finite iff St( p(x)) is finite.
Theorem. Suppose that P acts discretely on X and l(l) # 0. Let Xr be the minimal r-invariant subtree (cf. Proposition 7.5).
(a) N = Ker(T-+ Aut(X,.)) is the largest finite normal subgroup of r.
(b) r is finitely generated iff P\X,. is finite. In this case P has only finitely many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups. 
Theorem.
The following conditions on a finitely generated group r are equivalent.
(a) r acts discretely on a tree. [tl'*, bO'YJ1 )
where t = 'yes = 7,s (3: E C, i = O,l). Proof. (a) Since r' is finitely generated and acts discretely, r' is virtually free (cf. Theorem 8.3) so there is a bound m(r+) on the size of finite subgroups of r'. Suppose that f(r') = 0. Since r' acts discretely without inversion and cannot be a strictly increasing union of finite groups (by the previous remark) it follows from Corollary 7.3 that r' C r, for some x, and hence r' is finite. Suppose that l(r') # 0. Put X, = X,. 
Proof. p([t]') = ([s]", [s],) iff
